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1. Introduction 
This report provides a summary of the advisory work undertaken for the two museums in the 
North East which have taken part in part in the Museum Development North East’s Building 
Resilience Programme. This has offered museums the opportunity to explore new, or build on 
existing, methods of generating income for education and young people’s services. The 
programme offers specialist, site specific advice for museums wishing to strengthen their work in 
income generation using mentoring and capacity building as the principal methodology. Each 
museum was offered a grant of up to £1,500 to pilot a specific area, programme or product with 
which to generate income through children and young people’s programmes. Hopkins Van Mil: 
Creating Connections (HVM) was contracted by Museum Development North East.   
 
2. The context 
The programme took place over two site visits for each museum plus remote mentoring as 
described in figure 1.  
 
The detail for each of the 
first site visits is available 
in the interim reports 
submitted to the Museum 
Development Programme 
in early December. These 
took place on 1st and 2nd 
December at Woodhorn 
Museum Trust and 
Sunderland Museum and 
Winter Gardens 
respectively. They set the 
context for the work to 
follow. Following an in-
depth discussion on the 
context for the Children 
and Young People’s services at each museum an action plan was agreed with delivery tasks for the 
museums and HVM.  
 
2.1 Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens 
In April 2013 Sunderland City Council took back direct control of its museums service from Tyne & 
Wear Archives & Museums (TWAM) and formed the newly created Museums and Heritage 
Service. The Service operates three museum sites: 

 
 

Figure 1: the process 
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 Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens 
 Monkwearmouth Station museum  
 Washington F Pit 

 
The organisation’s forward plan was in draft form at the beginning of this process, but was used to 
inform the work done. The forward plan includes the development of a fundraising strategy for 
Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens. Whilst this piece of work does integrate some elements 
of fundraising planning, that was not its focus. Building Resilience aimed to test new, or build on 
existing, ways of generating income from children and young people’s services rather than 
fundraising.  
 
The education department is run by a team of two staff. In recent years the team has focused the 
education offer on: 
 Rainforest explorers – which has not been damaged by changes to the curriculum as it covers 

so many aspects of it 
 The natural world 
 Art – currently Lowry and Portraits (with the BP Portrait Award exhibition) 
 History – including coal, glass, ships and early years with toys, Victorian and Second World War 

workshops are currently very quiet 
 Cross-curricula (such as the runaway train at Monkwearmouth Station) 
 
The team are also being asked to deliver large-scale events for the Museum & Winter Gardens 
which stretches the time available for the delivery of additional initiatives.  
 
As the Building Resilience Programme evolved in discussion with the Learning Officer it was agreed 
that the focus for the consultancy should be on developing a product or service using the 
collection, and possibly Sunderland cultural sites, as inspiration. The final concept is a Wallace’s 
Warriors’ membership scheme for 7-11 year olds. On joining the scheme children will receive a 
bag containing a Wallace the lion toy, a Wallace notebook, key ring, pen, certificate, stickers and a 
lion trail to use around the museum. With the mentoring support from HVM through the 
programme the Learning Officer at Sunderland tested and delivered this product. The process 
used to do this is described in section 3 of this report. 
 
2.2 Woodhorn Museum 
Woodhorn Museum is an independent trust which exists to inspire, engage and connect people to 
Northumberland and its history by running a high-quality network of museums and archives across 
Northumberland that provide exciting and stimulating exhibitions, community outreach and 
educational programmes. Many thousands of people each year either visit one of our sites or 
engage with our community projects or online resources. 
 
The museum’s vision is to be: 
 
A national cultural leader known for connecting people with Northumberland and its history to 
enrich communities and enhance individuals’ lives. 
 
The education department is run by a team of two staff. In recent years the team has focused the 
education offer in to: 
 Mining 
 Art 
 Archives 
 New workshops (Tudor Times / The Lindisfarne Gospels & Life of a monk) 
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It was agreed that the focus for the consultancy should be on developing the infrastructure for a 
consultancy arm for Woodhorn Museum through which the education team would offer 
professional services to others whether: 
 In partnership with new sectors such as universities, the health care sector 
 Supporting other heritage organisations with their education services 
 Bidding for new tendered contracts 
 
The process for achieving this is described in section 3 of this report.  
 
3. The process 
Each of the museums had two days of face-to-face sessions as part of the project with additional 
remote mentoring and support to devise and pilot their products and services. These are 
described below 
 
3.1 Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens 
Henrietta Hopkins, Co-Director at HVM, mentored Jennie Lambert, Learning Officer at Sunderland 
Museum & Winter Gardens for the duration of the project. Session 1 is described in our interim 
report. During session two we worked together on the mechanism for piloting the museum 
product trail intended to be a key element of the young members’ scheme, Wallaces’s Warriors. 
We worked on the process for testing the product including price and benefits. It was agreed that 
research would be undertaken in the February half-term using a survey conducted through face-
to-face interviews at the museum. Advice was provided on devising the questionnaire and training 
those who would be conducting it and broader training given on using both qualitative and 
quantitative techniques for product testing. Information and training was provided on audience 
segmentation. Whilst this could not be brought to bear in the short-term it will be valuable in the 
longer-term as the museum builds an audience for the young members’ scheme.  
 
In addition we scoped, through a stakeholder mapping exercises the individuals, organisations and 
companies that could support Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens in its longer term ambitions 
for income generation through its services for children and young people. We reviewed existing 
stakeholders and discussed ways of ensuring that there were a broad set of advocates for the 
work of the team both internally and externally. 
 
The session continued with a brief discussion on individual giving and HVM provided resources for 
the team to use as they increased the number of donations made at events through their donation 
boxes. We focused on key messages and ensuring that it was clear what the funds would be for 
and how the work would support the longer-term development of services for children and young 
people.  In addition, the museum was supplied with a format for developing an individual giving 
strategy so that they can plan for this effectively in the coming months and years. Training was 
given in developing and implementing the strategy so that the team can make the best use of it 
when they have sufficient capacity to do so.  
 
Our final training exercise was in financial planning for income generation to support the team to 
track income generated through these activities even though the local authority financial planning 
systems can make the process more challenging for an individual team.  
 
To support this work HVM produced a Resource Handbook which was used throughout the second 
session to frame discussions and to provide guidance and advice on the elements under 
consideration. The Handbook is available as a separate appendix to this report. It contains: 
 Stakeholder mapping exercise 
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 Conducting research: product testing guidance 
 An example of audience segmentation 
 Guidance: structuring a product testing survey 
 Guidance: structuring a product testing focus group 
 Individual giving checklist 
 Individual giving strategy template 
 Cash flow forecasting template 
 
After the session Jennie drafted a questionnaire which Henrietta commented on to produce the 
final version. During specific time slots within the half-term week the volunteers recruited and 
trained by the museum were able to go through the questionnaire with 61 families. This gave a 
good qualitative sample on which to base decisions about the membership scheme. The analysis 
of the resultant data indicated that potential members: 
 Were most tolerant of a £10-12 annual membership fee 
 Would like, on joining, to receive a:  

o Wallace lion toy 
o Note pad 
o Key ring 
o Pen 
o Stickers 
o Certificate  
o Wallace museum trail 

 All contained within a special bag.  
 
To support the identification of what had worked with other organisations with a young members 
scheme HVM and Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens carried out some limited desk research 
to identify successful young members’ schemes. At the time of writing this has revealed no young 
members’ schemes in similar sized local authority museums, or regional museums in the UK. There 
were some interesting schemes running in other countries, particularly Canada and the US. The 
schemes we looked at in detail included the British Museum’s - Young Friends1; RSPB’s Young 
Explorers2 and the World Wildlife Fund’s Adopt an Animal Scheme3.  
 
As a result of the desk research and primary research within the museum Sunderland Museum & 
Winter Gardens will now launch the Wallace’s Warriors Membership Scheme after Easter. The 
Museum Development North East’s grant has been used to fund the initial investment in the 
membership bag and its contents. The team will continue to test this over the next 12 months and 
intend to grow the scheme gradually within its current resources and therefore ability to deliver a 
successful scheme to 7-11 year olds in Sunderland and further afield. As the scheme develops it 
will enable the museum to build its programme for children and young people as those growing 
out of Wallace’s Warriors as a concept will be encouraged to join the museum’s youth panel which 
will be used to inform the design of events and activities for young people.  
 
Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens has set the following targets for the Wallace’s Warriors 
young friend’s scheme: 
 To have launched the scheme in the May half-term 2015 with the tested price of £12 per 

member 

                                                      
1
 http://www.britishmuseum.org/membership/young_friends.aspx  

2
 https://www.rspb.org.uk/joinandhelp/join/youth.aspx?  

3
 

https://support.wwf.org.uk/?utm_source=affilinet&utm_medium=affiliates&utm_campaign=adoption&utm_content=267628&pc=

ANZ005001  
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 To have 30 Wallace’s Warriors sign up to the scheme by April 2016 
 Generating a modest turnover of £360 in the first year but with the aim of increasing this in 

subsequent years as word of mouth marketing generates additional interest in the 
programme. 

 
3.2 Woodhorn Museum 
Henrietta Hopkins mentored Victoria Coxon, Education Officer and Caroline Metcalfe, Education 
Co-ordinator at Woodhorn Museum. The first session is described in the interim report submitted 
in December 2014. The second session was held in early January. During session two we worked 
very specifically on a business plan for the consultancy arm. Through this mechanism we discussed 
the detail of what the consultancy arm would deliver, the systems and resources it would use to 
do so and key messages to explain the service.  We drafted specific, measurable, achievable and 
realistic objectives to be delivered in a timetable appropriate for existing museum capacity and 
resources. All strategic considerations were reviewed so that the consultancy arm could sit well 
within Woodhorn Museum Trust’s overarching mission, aims and objectives.  
 
Secondly we worked through a stakeholder mapping exercise to identify priority internal and 
external stakeholders for the work. This developed in to a wider discussion on tendering for 
externally commissioned projects including researching possible projects; devising a targeted and 
tailored response to a tender call; and ensuring appropriate networking and outreach activities are 
established and maintained to ensure that Woodhorn’s consultancy arm’s offer is understood in 
the region.  
 
The session ended with a discussion on the financial planning tools required for managing a 
consultancy arm within a larger trust. These included budget setting tools and a template for a 
cash flow forecast. These tools will be essential in setting realistic rates for the services offered 
and for ensuring the contribution that the consultancy arm is making to the Trust’s income 
generation is tracked and recognised by the organisation as a whole.  
 
To support this work HVM produced a Resource Handbook which was used throughout the second 
session to frame discussions and to provide guidance and advice on the elements under 
consideration. The Handbook is available as a separate appendix to this report it contains: 
 Business plan template 
 Target groups/ benefits / communications matrices 
 Excellent: an exercise to identify key areas of excellent to embed in products and services 
 A stakeholder mapping exercise 
 Guidance on tendering for projects being commissioned by others 
 Financial planning tools – guidance and templates 
 
Following the session the team began work on drafting the business plan. Comments were made 
on drafts as they were produced. Throughout the process the education team involved other 
departments and the management team in discussions so that cross-team working could be 
embedded in the consultancy service from the beginning. In addition Henrietta provided support 
for the team as they made approaches to other organisations and in the build up to the launch of 
the consultancy service at a World War 1 event held at the museum on 16 March. The grant 
offered by Museum Development North East was used to design and print promotional material 
with which to launch the consultancy arm including a branded folder and information leaflet. 
Henrietta Hopkins and Victoria Coxon will meet for one further session in April to draw up 
templates and materials of use to the consultancy arm as it delivers its service to others.  
 
The following short-term outcomes have already been achieved by the Woodhorn team:  
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 A £2,000 contract has been won, and the delivery phase begun, to provide education services 
for a leading heritage organisation 

 Substantial leads in museums and heritage organisations in Northumberland have been 
established using the promotional brochures printed as part of the programme. 

 
In the longer-term objectives were set for internal and external advocacy activities to promote the 
consultancy arm to heritage and museum organisations in the North East. Objectives were also set 
as follows: 
 Use the contract gained to test the income – time – benefit – relationships of the consultancy 

service and use the Mission: Profit Matrix 

 Generate £6,000 income from consultancy services during 2015/16. 

4. Recommendations for sustainability 
HVM has been impressed by the commitment of the staff involved in the programme and wishes 
to make a short number of recommendations to ensure this commitment and energy can be 
sustained after this programme. We therefore recommend that both teams continue: 
 
 The work they have already initiated to gain wider internal buy-in for their income generation 

activities. In monitoring the added value their work is bringing to the organisation in the first 
year they will demonstrate the need for resources and organisational support for their work.  
 

 To develop their income generation and business strategies using realistic objectives (see 
resource handbook) so that the work they set out to do is achievable given the limits to 
existing resources.  
 

 To draw on the Museum Development North East’s programmes to support their work. 
 
In addition we recommend that: 
 
Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens 
 Maintains the commitment to Wallace’s Warriors begun through the programme drawing in 

support from Sunderland City Council where possible, particularly for communications and 
sustaining the mailing list.  
 

 Uses the stakeholder mapping tool as effectively as possible with both internal and external 
stakeholder to ensure their work has the advocates it deserves within the wider community.  
 

 Shares the work being done on the membership scheme with others in the region and the 
country. HVM could find no evidence of others using their collections and education skills with 
this age group to develop a site specific young friend’s scheme. We see this as being a 
pioneering project which could have income generation possibilities for other museums if 
tailored to their collections and audience.  
 

Woodhorn Museum 
 Continues to be ambitious for the consultancy arm building on their strategic thinking to offer 

a much needed service within Northumberland. 
 

 Uses the key messages and promotional material it has developed to good effect by 
implementing the planned activity with stakeholders and being clear about the rich benefits 
they offer as a team and through the collections. 
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 Integrates the monitoring and evaluation tools discussed in to the business planning process so 
that they have the evidence they need to build on their success beyond year 1 of the 
consultancy arm’s development.  

 
5. Recommendations for similar programmes in the future 
HVM has seen that this model of capacity building via mentoring has immediately produced 
concrete results. In both teams HVM has observed an increase in confidence as staff got to grips 
with the resources supplied through the training and mentoring programme.  Specifically at 
Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens we have seen staff embrace qualitative and quantitative 
research as a means of testing the price and content of a new product. This has increased their 
confidence in being able to demonstrate the value of the work internally and should ensure that 
their work and commitment is recognised within the wider City Council setting.  
 
At Woodhorn Museum the team found using the HVM templates and other resources of practical 
benefit. As a result they were able to be very clear about what the consultancy arm would offer to 
which target markets. As the staff said,  
 
“You helped us to identify a new income generating area of work, you supported us through the 
thinking stages of what our consultancy service could offer and then guided us through the process 
of developing a business plan for the new service.  All of the elements of the business plan (from 
stakeholder maps, to SWOT analyses, implementation plans etc) have helped us to understand and 
apply strategic thinking to our new service which I hope will help it to succeed.” 
 
In HVM’s eyes the key to success here is that we were not imposing a model of working, or a 
specific way of generating income. Our aim was to help the teams to think through what would be 
most practical and realistic in terms of generating income using existing resources, skills and 
experience. Woodhorn went on to say,  
 
“I would recommend a mentoring approach to museum’s thinking about setting up a consultancy 
service.  Going through the process of review with an external person and undertaking short, 
focussed activities to help think about your organisation is almost a training for what you will be 
doing with new customers.  [We] learned as much from [HVM’s] communication skills and style of 
working as we did from the planning exercises. This would not have been as evident on a generic 
training course.” 
 
In addition both museums benefited from the seed-corn funding of £1,500 provided by the 
Museum Development Programme to support the piloting of specific income generating activities. 
The combination of mentoring and capacity building with a small amount of funding was very 
effective for this programme in designing SMART activities which could provide inspiration to 
others in the region and the country.  
 
If a similar income generation programme was developed in the future there are a few points 
which would be worth bearing in mind to ensure it was as effective as possible: 
 
1. There was an extremely tight timescale from commissioning HVM to beginning work with 

museums, as this also included the recruitment of museums we would recommend that this 
lead in time was increased in the future. This would allow: 

a. More museums to be able to consider being involved in the scheme; 
b. Ensure that teams did have the capacity to take on the work involved in any mentoring 

and capacity building programme without undue stress on already over-stretched 
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resources 
 

2. The timescale from beginning the mentoring (1 December) to completion (31 March) was very 
challenging for the museums who in that time had to accommodate two on-site mentoring 
visits from HVM, the work resultant from those sessions and the piloting of their work so that 
they could draw down the Museum Development programme grant. HVM would recommend 
that an additional three months (running the programme from 1 September to 31 March) 
would make these important activities less challenging to complete by the end of the financial 
year and more effective for the museums.  
 

3. Given this challenging timescale it was not possible to hold a broader ‘share the learning’ day 
with other museums in the region. We know from previous programmes that this can be 
valuable for the mentored museums because they are able to demonstrate the learning that 
they have put in to practice and increase their own confidence by sharing their experience 
with others. It would also bring value to museums not part of the mentoring programme who 
could learn from those who are and consider how to develop innovative income generation 
activities from their own children’s and young people’s services. We hope the case studies 
developed about the programme provide a useful ‘share the learning’ tool. 

 
To summarise, the programme has been valuable in setting the museums on the path towards a 
sustainable platform from which they can develop their income generating activities from children 
and young people’s services. We recommend that progress continues to be monitored by the 
museums using the business planning tools provided in each of their Resource Handbooks. In the 
future more time allocated to the programme would potentially allow more museums to take part 
and for those involved in the scheme to have more time for effective reflection on the income 
generation activities they wish to take forward.  
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